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Elevated temperature, nano-mechanical testing in situ in the scanning
electron microscope
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A general nano-mechanical test platform capable of performing variable temperature and variable
strain rate testing in situ in the scanning electron microscope is described. A variety of test geome-
tries are possible in combination with focused ion beam machining or other fabrication techniques:
indentation, micro-compression, cantilever bending, and scratch testing. The system is intrinsically
displacement-controlled, which allows it to function directly as a micro-scale thermomechanical test
frame. Stable, elevated temperature indentation/micro-compression requires the indenter tip and the
sample to be in thermal equilibrium to prevent thermal displacement drift due to thermal expansion.
This is achieved through independent heating and temperature monitoring of both the indenter tip
and sample. Furthermore, the apex temperature of the indenter tip is calibrated, which allows it to
act as a referenced surface temperature probe during contact. A full description of the system is pro-
vided, and the effects of indenter geometry and of radiation on imaging conditions are discussed. The
stabilization time and temperature distribution throughout the system as a function of temperature is
characterized. The advantages of temperature monitoring and thermal calibration of the indenter tip
are illustrated, which include the possibility of local thermal conductivity measurement. Finally, val-
idation results using nanoindentation on fused silica and micro-compression of 〈100〉 silicon micro-
pillars as a function of temperature up to 500 ◦C are presented, and procedures and considerations
taken for these measurements are discussed. A brittle to ductile transition from fracture to splitting
then plastic deformation is directly observed in the SEM for silicon as a function of temperature.
© 2013 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4795829]

I. INTRODUCTION

Nano-mechanical testing in situ inside the scanning elec-
tron microscope (SEM) has become increasingly popular due
to the scaling down of sample dimensions below the lateral
resolution of optical methods. Small scale samples such as
MEMS devices, thin films, individual microstructural phases
within alloys, and other small features of interest require
micro-nano scale mechanical test methods, and in situ test-
ing in the SEM is ideal for these applications. This is partly
due to positioning requirements, but real time visualization
during deformation is also a highly attractive analytical tool.
The advantages of in situ testing in the SEM and the var-
ious systems available have been detailed in several recent
reviews.1–3

Development of in situ systems has typically focused on
increasing force/displacement resolution, generating differ-
ent loading cases or incorporating additional analytical tech-
niques such as scanning topography,4, 5 EBSD,6, 7 Raman,8

or electrical measurements.9–11 Very few in situ systems12

have been developed for varying the environmental condi-
tions, such as temperature. Ex situ systems, most notably
nanoindentation systems, have been developed in this di-
rection considerably more.13–15 Several commercial15, 16 and
custom-modified14, 17, 18 systems have now been adapted for
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high temperature usage with varying degrees of thermal sta-
bility achieved within different temperature ranges.

The determining factor for the thermal stability at ele-
vated temperatures of these systems appears to be the amount
of thermal control allowed by the system. A very high degree
of thermal control and stability is required for nano-scale me-
chanical testing, since temperature variations in any of sev-
eral different system components of even small fractions of a
degree Celsius can produce tens of nanometers of thermal ex-
pansion. Thermal gradients may be present in the system, but
they must be stable and remain fixed during contact and test-
ing. If heat flows between various system components, this
produces accompanying thermal expansions which manifest
as thermal drift.

In systems where only the sample is heated, thermal
drift and noise have been observed to increase with the
temperature14, 16 due to the increasing thermal gradient pro-
portionally increasing the amount of heat flow. Additional
thermal control measures such as water cooling, insulating the
indenter tip, and passively heating the indenter by leaving the
tip in contact for a stabilization period can reduce the temper-
ature gradient between the tip and the sample and the flow of
heat into sensitive components. These techniques can reduce
the thermal drift, however thermal drift is still observed to
increase with increasing temperature. Independently heating
and monitoring the temperature of both the indenter and the
sample adds the ultimate degree of thermal control. Smith and
Zheng19 first demonstrated this technology for instrumented
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indentation, and further work from indentation systems in
this series has consistently demonstrated low thermal drift
(<0.1 nm/s) at high temperature.15, 18, 20–29 Using this tech-
nique, stable operation in vacuum at high temperatures has
also been demonstrated.17, 18, 29–31

Once stable, low thermal drift operation is attained at a
target temperature, then the accuracy of the determination of
the true temperature at the contact must be addressed. For pas-
sively heated indenters, large thermal gradients on the order
of 10% would be expected at the contact, as will be shown in
later sections. With actively heated indenters, the indenter and
sample temperature can be matched using displacement drift
tuning techniques.15 However, thermal gradient between the
contacting surfaces and the control thermocouples within the
heaters results in temperature uncertainty. For large, thermally
homogenous samples, this can be addressed by attaching a
third thermocouple to the sample surface,29 but a more gen-
eral solution can be achieved by calibrating the thermal gradi-
ent between the indenter tip and the indenter heater’s control
thermocouple.32

By combining in situ testing in the SEM with elevated
temperature techniques,17 a unique and powerful capability
for observing and measuring thermally activated deformation
mechanisms can be achieved. Slip systems for plastic defor-
mation can be directly observed30 without secondary imaging.
Video of various transitions such as phase transformations,33

glass transitions,31 deformation twinning, or various chem-
ical reactions can all be directly observed and recorded.
Fracture behavior, crack lengths, and ductile-brittle transfor-
mations can all also be observed. Synergistically, in situ op-
eration in the SEM provides a high vacuum (10−6 mBar)
environment for imaging, which also removes the danger of
diamond indenter oxidation at temperatures >400 ◦C.34 Also,
in addition to the imaging capabilities necessary for position-
ing and deformation observation, the SEM also automatically
provides the vibration damping necessary for nano-scale mea-
surements.

In this work, we describe a general nano-mechanical test-
ing system capable of variable temperature testing in situ in
the SEM, which combines the benefits of elevated tempera-
ture testing with in situ observation and positioning. The work
is structured as follows. The design of the system is described
first; followed by examining the effects of temperature on the
system. Next, the various factors related to the effects of tem-
perature differences at the contacting surfaces and methods
for resolving these issues are presented. Finally, the proce-
dures for and results from materials property measurements
using nanoindentation and micro-compression on reference
materials are discussed.

II. INSTRUMENTATION

In this section, the specific design aspects and capabili-
ties of the system and the effects of indenter geometry and
heating on in situ imaging will be discussed. This provides a
first background on the system’s intrinsic capabilities before
the more specific issues of heating are discussed with relation
to this system in later sections.
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FIG. 1. Alemnis In Situ Indenter with modifications for elevated temperature
operation.

A. System description

The elevated temperature, in situ nano-mechanical test-
ing system consists of a Zeiss DSM 962 SEM with an Alem-
nis In Situ Indenter, first developed by Rabe et al.35 and more
recently described by Ghisleni et al.36 This base system has
been extensively modified here for operation at elevated tem-
perature by incorporating tip and sample heating on inde-
pendent thermocouple proportional-integral-derivative (PID)
controlled feedback loops with the option of constant heat-
ing power at desired temperatures (Figure 1). The major
frame components of the system have been replaced with
high thermal conductivity copper and aluminum alloy compo-
nents, and water-cooling has been integrated into the copper
baseplate. To protect the load cell from excessive heat, nickel-
coated copper braid was used to provide a thermal short-
circuit to a low thermal resistance escape path for heat from
the sample heater.

Other system modifications, in addition to elevated tem-
perature components, have also been made since the initial de-
velopment of the system. Sample positioning stages have been
upgraded from the original system design to nanometer pre-
cision SmarAct SLC-1740 actuators. System data acquisition
and control electronics have been upgraded to current 24-bit
National Instruments cDAQ modules managed with custom
LabView software. The displacement piezoelectric actuator
has a range of 20 μm with a noise floor standard deviation
of 0.3 nm, and the load cell has a maximum force of 500 mN
with a noise floor standard deviation of 6 μN. Water-cooling
has been observed to have no significant effect on the noise
floor of either sensor.

The system is intrinsically displacement-controlled. The
piezoelectric actuator, which is compensated for piezoelectric
relaxation with a strain gauge for feedback, imposes a set dis-
placement to the sample which then transmits the load to the
load cell behind it. Thus, in simple loading cases, such as ten-
sion or compression, constant or variable strain rate testing is
straightforward to achieve by simply varying the imposed dis-
placement rate. To accurately achieve a specific desired strain
rate, the frame compliance must be taken into account before
choosing the appropriate displacement rate. As compliance
is load dependent, the strength of the sample must be mea-
sured first, and then the appropriate correction can be made.
Displacement control is particularly beneficial after plastic
yielding has occurred, where stress rate approximations of
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constant strain rates using load-controlled devices would
cause a rapid increase in the strain rate due to yielding. Strain
rate jump indentations and micro-compressions30 have also
been demonstrated using this system.

Using a PID feedback loop in the software control, this
intrinsically displacement-controlled device can also be used
in a pseudo load-controlled mode. This allows conventional
nanoindentation loading profiles to be utilized with constant
load hold periods at maximum load for creep and 5% or
10% of maximum load for thermal drift. However, the sys-
tem remains intrinsically displacement-controlled, so sudden
yield events which would result in displacement bursts or
pop-ins in a load-controlled system instead manifest as load
drops.17

B. Effects on imaging conditions

A primary concern to any microscopist when utilizing
an in situ testing system is: “How will this system affect
the microscope?” Several issues have been dealt with during
the development of this machine: heater power regulation,
grounding of all wiring, and the effect of indenter geometry
on imaging. First, typical commercial heater PID controller
components operate on alternating current. This presents a
problem, since an oscillating current inside the SEM will
produce an oscillating deflection in the path of the electron
beam or a wobbly image. This was remedied using a custom
LabView software temperature controller which remotely
controls a direct current power supply to the heaters. This
also enables simple temperature logging capability, the utility
of which will be discussed extensively later.

Next, all electrical components within the system must be
thoroughly grounded. This prevents any exterior wires from
acting as antennae and transmitting noise into the microscope.

Finally, the effect of the indenter geometry and viewing
angle on imaging must be considered. In principle, in situ

indentation can be performed using any indenter geometry.
However, higher aspect ratio indenters, such as the Cube Cor-
ner geometry—Figure 2(a), provide a wider open angle for
viewing. This has two benefits. First, the depth of field nec-
essary to image the indentation is reduced due to higher ob-
servation angles, which allows sharper focus on the features
of interest such as pile up, shear offsets, and cracks. Second,
the wider open angle allows for significantly more secondary
electrons to escape from the region of interest to be detected
by the sensor. Low aspect ratio indenters, such as the Vickers
or Berkovich geometry, effectively trap secondary electrons
in the narrow open angle between the indenter and the sam-
ple. This is illustrated by the heavy shadowing underneath the
Berkovich indenter in Figure 2(b). Due to the narrow angle of
observation possible with a Berkovich indenter and the heavy
shadowing, in situ testing with this type of indenter typically
yields little observational or positioning benefits for large flat
samples. Thus, a Cube Corner geometry is typically preferred
for all in situ indentation measurements.

A final consideration for imaging at high temperatures is
the effect of radiation. Above the Draper point at 525 ◦C,37

nearly all solids begin to radiate in the infrared and visi-

200 µm200 µm

(a)
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FIG. 2. Secondary electron imaging using (a) a Cube Corner indenter at an
observation angle of 21.2◦ and (b) a Berkovich indenter at an observation
angle of 10.6◦.

ble spectrum. This results in a decrease in heating efficiency
and increased distribution of heat throughout the chamber.
Many materials also begin thermionic emission of electrons
above this temperature with intensity depending on the work
function of the material. This can result in a significant de-
crease in image contrast at elevated temperatures, since typ-
ical secondary electron detectors cannot distinguish between
thermally emitted electrons and secondary electrons from the
scanning electron beam.

III. SYSTEM CHARACTERIZATION

Before any testing can begin, it is important to know what
changes, if any, occur to the system’s performance and sen-
sor/actuator calibrations. In this section, the stabilization of
the system as a function of time for imposed temperature
changes of varying magnitude and direction are examined,
and then the temperature distribution within the system at var-
ious temperatures is investigated. This provides confidence
that the sensors/actuators are still within their calibrated range
of temperatures for operation. Knowledge of what expected
values of thermal drift due to stabilization of temperature gra-
dients within the frame as a function of time enables a user
to determine whether the observed drift is due to stabiliza-
tion or due to a temperature mismatch at the contact during
testing.
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A. System stabilization time

In order to perform any fine scale mechanical test, a sta-
ble system is required to minimize the effect of any environ-
mental changes, such as ambient fluctuations in air currents or
temperature, during the test on the results. This is especially
true on the nano-scale where displacements and forces to be
measured are on the same order or below that of environmen-
tal fluctuations.

To describe thermal drift, a distinction must first be
made between the normal thermal stabilization period of
a system at ambient temperature and the stabilization of a
system at elevated temperatures. In the first case, the temper-
ature gradients are very small and scattered throughout the
indentation system’s frame as well as between the indenter
and sample. This kind of drift is normally managed in most
systems by placing the indentation system inside a thermally
managed cabinet with a built-in thermostat or a series of
cabinets or baffles to thermally lag the system, which pre-
vents any thermal variation being introduced into the system.
Any thermal variation introduced by opening the cabinet,
inserting a new sample or changing the system temperature is
gradually stabilized through conduction and, in atmosphere,
convection. In ambient conditions, a high level of thermal
stability can typically be achieved over a period of hours.
This type of drift, which can be removed by a stabilization
period, can be designated as system thermal drift. This is
the displacement drift which is measured by a hold period
prior to indentation. At ambient temperatures, this drift rate
is generally similar to the drift measured during a hold after
unloading.

For this system, the thermal variations introduced are due
mainly to either the change in pressure during pumping to
vacuum, which results in cooling of small thermal mass com-
ponents due to the ideal gas law, or to imposed changes to the
sample and/or indenter heaters: i.e., stabilization at elevated
temperatures. Since both the load cell and the displacement
piezoelectric actuator contain sensors, the drift in both sig-
nals can be directly measured as a function of time during
stabilization from such an event (Figure 3).

Vacuum pumping is seen to introduce a sharp variation
in the load drift and smaller variations in temperature or dis-
placement drift. This is attributed to the internal components
inside the load cell being affected by the pressure change-
induced temperature drop as the interior of the load cell is
evacuated.

Sensor drifts during stabilization at elevated temperatures
are observed to scale in both magnitude and stabilization time
with the scale of the temperature change imposed. Despite
relatively rapid heating rates on the order of 100 ◦C/min and
the apparently stable temperature values at elevated tempera-
ture, the system is observed to take approximately ten times
longer to stabilize than to achieve the maximum tempera-
ture. However, this time period, which includes heating, is
still on the order of minutes rather than the hours previously
reported using larger systems without cooling.18 This high-
lights the advantage of using a compact system composed
of high thermal conductivity frame components with active
cooling.

FIG. 3. Load and displacement sensor drift during and after heating and
cooling to various temperatures with the indenter temperature shown with
smaller line thickness.

B. System temperature

In order to achieve accurate results within the calibrated
temperature range of the load and displacement sensors, the
high temperature region of the system or hot zone must be
kept localized to the region of interest. This is achieved via
a combination of insulating components, high thermal con-
ductivity escape paths for heat and water-cooling of the over-
all system. The effectiveness of these solutions is shown in
Figure 4, which schematically illustrates the projected tem-
perature distribution based on thermocouple measurements
shown in Figure 4(b) at the locations denoted by the green
and yellow dashed lines in Figures 4(a) and 4(c). This is
achieved using small, efficient heaters contained in insulating
components in high vacuum. This prevents heat flow via con-
vection from circumventing the insulations. The efficiency of
this is highlighted by the thermal gradient between a surface-
mounted thermocouple and the indenter thermocouple mid-
way down the indenter shaft. The gradients between the in-
denter thermocouple and the sample surface and their utility
are further discussed in Sec. IV.

IV. INDENTER THERMAL MONITORING
AND CONTROL

With the system stable at the desired temperature, the
conditions at the contact are the next concern for a user. In
this section, the complications due to temperature mismatches
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FIG. 4. Temperature within the nanomechanical testing system with (a) a top view schematic diagram of the temperature in the system with the sample heater at
500 ◦C and the indenter apex temperature matched with the surface temperature with the locations of thermocouples denoted by yellow and green dashed lines,
(b) the measured temperature gradient from the thermocouples as a function of the sample heater temperature, and (c) a close-up side view of the temperatures
near the contact as oriented in the SEM at an observation angle of 21.2◦.

between the indenter and the sample and solutions for ad-
dressing this are presented. First, the effects of a mismatch in
temperature between the sample and the indenter on the tem-
peratures at the contact are illustrated by thermometry. Sec-
ond, the effects of this mismatch on load-displacement data
are described along with the relationship between tempera-
ture variations during contact and displacement. These rela-
tionships are then exploited as an alternative method of tem-
perature matching. Next, the effect of different methods of
temperature regulation (PID vs. constant heating power) on
measured temperatures and displacements is discussed. Fol-
lowing this, the new method of temperature matching using
temperature shift measurements during contact is used to cal-
ibrate the temperature gradient between the indenter’s control
thermocouple and the indenter tip. Lastly, the sensitivity of

the thermal measurements possible using this method are ex-
amined for materials of different thermal conductivity.

A. Effect of temperature mismatch on sample
temperature and thermal drift

By monitoring the temperatures at the contact, the ther-
mal situation can be quickly determined. The small scale of
the sample/indenter contact makes this challenging, but ex-
isting technology can still yield several insights. Figure 5(a)
shows the variation in temperature during a Cube Corner in-
dentation into a 0.5 mm diameter thermocouple junction. The
sample heater was set to a nominal temperature of 100 ◦C,
while the indenter was only passively heated to 37 ◦C prior
to contact via the limited convection possible at 10−5 mBar.
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FIG. 5. The effects of temperature mismatch on (a) indenter and sur-
face/sample temperature during contact and (b) general effects of contact
variables on thermal drift.

During contact, the “cold” indenter is observed to receive heat
from the hotter sample and increase in temperature by 3 ◦C,
which is 5% of the temperature difference between the inden-
ter thermocouple and the surface thermocouple. However, it is
known32 that the magnitude of the thermal gradient between
the indenter thermocouple and the indenter tip is significant
(further discussed in Sec. IV D), so the actual change in tem-

perature at the tip is thought to be much larger than measured
temperature shift during contact. The actual temperature vari-
ations at the contact may be an order of magnitude larger,
∼30 ◦C, which would correspond to half of the temperature
difference between the sample and indenter prior to contact.
Despite this projected magnification of the measured temper-
ature, the temperature of the indenter is observed to rapidly
approach a stable asymptote at values significantly below the
sample temperature. It is unlikely that the indenter could be
passively heated to the same temperature as the sample with
a hold period of any length.

It is also significant to note that the temperature of the
thermocouple being indented changes during contact, in ad-
dition to the indenter. The measured drop is only 0.5 ◦C, how-
ever, this implies that the temperature of a significant fraction
of the ∼65 × 106 μm3 volume of the thermocouple junc-
tion dropped 0.5 ◦C due to an indentation with a total plas-
tic volume on the order of 100 μm3 – 4 orders of magnitude
smaller! This strongly suggests that the local temperature of
the indentation plastic zone is being significantly affected by
the temperature mismatch between indenter and sample. This
provides some experimental confirmation of the finite element
model predictions from Everitt et al.,15 which showed thermal
gradients between 25%–50% occurring in the plastic zone for
indentation using a passively heated indenter.

These temperature changes during contact between sam-
ples and indenters of different temperatures also result in ther-
mal expansions. These thermal expansions manifest in dis-
placement measurements as thermal displacement drift. This
type of drift can be designated as contact thermal drift, as it
only manifests during contact between the indenter and sam-
ple. Without precise contact surface temperature calibrations,
temperature mismatches between indenter and sample will
only increase with increasing temperature, and drift will per-
sist despite a stabilization period of any length. The magni-
tude and direction of this drift depends on the direction and
magnitude of the heat flow occurring, and the general ef-
fects of different contact variables on this can be projected
as shown in Figure 5(b).

Expansions can also occur within the system frame due to
heat flow from a temperature change, such as changing sam-
ple/indenter temperature as discussed earlier, causing thermal
expansions inside the system yielding frame drift. This type
of drift stabilizes as the thermal gradients establish into a sta-
ble pattern similar to sensor stabilization shown previously in
Figure 3.

B. Displacement variation due
to temperature mismatch

When both the indenter and sample are heated and ther-
mal gradients are stabilized, thermal displacement drift is
a function of the degree of precision to which the surface
temperatures of the sample and indenter are matched. Re-
lated work on other systems15, 28, 38 has suggested temperature
matching procedures where the thermal displacement drift is
measured for several different indenter temperatures above or
below the sample temperature—similar to the measurements
shown in Figure 6(a). When an indenter temperature is found
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FIG. 6. Load-displacement curves (a) obtained in pseudo load-controlled in-
dentations on a tantalum sample heated to a nominal temperature of 200 ◦C
using a thermally calibrated, 9 μm diameter diamond flat punch with the
indenter at various temperatures, (b) displacement and indenter temperature
measurements as a function of time, and (c) in situ SE micrograph of the
contact.

where the displacement drift reaches a minimum, the temper-
atures are assumed to be aligned at an isotherm. However,
this assumes that thermal displacement drift is solely depen-
dent on temperature difference prior to contact. Instead, the
measured displacement drift is the sum of the frame drift and
the contact drift. Thus, it is not a direct method for identify-
ing if the temperatures between the indenter and surface are
matched, since they could be matched while still measuring
displacement due to frame drift.

Instead, using temperature measurements, rather than
displacement measurements, of the indenter temperature un-
der constant heating power during contact is suggested. By
this method, described previously,32 the variation in indenter
temperature is used as an indicator of the temperature differ-
ence between the sample and indenter. Profiles of indenter
temperature shift as a function of contact time can be gener-
ated by using the same loading profile to achieve similar con-
tact areas, varying the indenter temperature prior to contact
and holding the heater power to the indenter at a constant level
during indentation. The overall amplitude of these profiles is
observed to directly depend on the thermal gradient between
the indenter and the sample, and the temperature shift is also
shown to be dependent on the displacement into the sample.
An example of this type of temperature tuning is shown in
Figure 6(b).

Figure 6 shows the effects of contact drift on load-
controlled, flat punch indentations on tantalum at 200 ◦C.
The effects of thermal drift on displacement-controlled test-
ing are discussed elsewhere.30–32 In general, if the indenter
tip is colder than the sample, the indenter acquires heat and
begins to expand upon contact. In load control, this gives the
appearance of the indenter withdrawing from the sample or
negative displacement drift, at constant load. This is the case
observed by systems operating without indenter tip heating.14

If the indenter is hotter than the sample, it yields heat to the
sample and contracts, which gives the opposite appearance:
positive displacement drift. This can be seen in the overall
shift of the curves in Figure 6(a).

When the sample and indenter temperatures are closely
matched, as occurred in Figure 5 when the indenter was set
to values near 195 ◦C, thermal displacement drift is observed
to be significantly reduced. Here the thermal drift during the
latter portion of the drift hold periods was ∼0.06 nm/s at a
sample temperature of 200 ◦C, which is an order of magni-
tude reduction from the drift levels observed in vacuum at
the same temperature by Trenkle et al.14 using a Macor R© in-
denter holder shaft similar to that used here without inden-
ter heating. Low levels of drift at temperatures higher than
500 ◦C have also been reported in inert atmosphere15 and in
vacuum18 using indenter and sample heating. Thermal drift
levels which are independent of sample/indenter temperature
are demonstrated with this system in Sec. V of this work.

The variations in temperature observed in Figure 5(b)
during contact offer an answer to why thermal drift may be
nonlinear during some contact situations, especially for in-
denters where the contact area can change during unloading:
conical, pyramidal and spherical indenters. Here, with a flat
punch indenter, the temperature shift magnitude is observed
to decrease upon unloading to the drift hold period. These
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temperatures are observed still to be stabilizing to the new
contact conditions during the initial portion of the drift hold
period, which directly corresponds to the initial nonlinearity
in the displacement-time relationship. When the indenter is
set to 165 ◦C prior to contact, the temperature can still be ob-
served to be decreasing at 120 s of contact time. This decreas-
ing temperature corresponds to a thermal contraction of the
indenter, resulting in the appearance of positive drift during
the initial portion of the drift hold period. A similar, but oppo-
site, trend is observed when the indenter temperature was set
to 220 ◦C prior to contact. This variability in thermal displace-
ment drift during contact highlights the necessity for close
matching of the indenter and sample temperature prior to
testing.

C. Effect of PID regulation on contact temperatures

Nearly all heater controllers utilize a form of PID con-
trol to reach and maintain a setpoint temperature or heating
rate. In this system, a software controller is used, which al-
lows easy variation of the different time constants used in the
feedback control. Prior to contact, the PID control is used to
quickly reach a desired setpoint temperature and stabilize the
system at that value as shown previously in Figure 3.

During contact, however, if the indenter and sample are
not matched in temperature, as discussed in Sec. IV B, the in-
denter temperature can vary during contact as a result of heat
flow to/from the larger sample/sample heater. If the inden-
ter temperature begins to change, its PID feedback controller
will adjust the heating power to compensate. In Figure 7,
this is shown for the case of the indenter being colder than
the sample. This results in the indenter gaining heat from
the sample, then the PID controller responds by reducing
heating power. This causes the indenter to contract, reduc-
ing the apparent displacement. Figure 7(a) shows that this
PID reaction increases the deviation of the measured load-
displacement curve from the “correct” curve where the tem-
peratures are closely matched. Figure 7(b) shows how the
temperature changes from the PID control relate to the dis-
placement as a function of time.

The strength of this response will be dependent on the
time constants used in the PID controller as well as the ther-
mal mass and heating power available in the system. For ex-
ample, if the proportional constant was too large, in this case,
it would have resulted in the heating power being cut alto-
gether, which would completely retract the indenter. If the
integral constant was larger, it would have responded much
more slowly, so that the heating power might not significantly
change during the indentation or effectively keep the power
constant. Lastly, if the differential constant of the PID con-
troller was larger, it would result in imposing a sinusoidal
variation on the temperature. This would, in turn, impose a
sinusoidal variation in indenter displacement. This has been
observed previously using a hardware PID controller.

Maintaining the heating power at a constant level is the
preferred case, as it allows the temperature difference between
the indenter and sample to control the indentation response
rather than the PID’s characteristics. Constant heating power
after stabilization is used in all other places in this work.

(a)

(b)

Close Temperature Match
PID Off

Temperature Mismatch
PID Off

Temperature Mismatch
PID On

FIG. 7. Illustrative effect of PID regulation of the indenter temperature on
(a) load-displacement curves and (b) the measured temperature and displace-
ment with time.

D. Indenter thermal gradient calibration

Temperatures reported by the indenter/sample feedback
thermocouples will not be the exact temperatures at the con-
tact. This disparity between the nominal temperatures and the
actual contact temperature is a function of the proximity of
the feedback control thermocouples to the sample surface and
the indenter tip as well as the thermal conductivities of the
intervening material(s). On the sample side, this will vary
as each sample’s material, geometry and mounting will be
unique. On the indenter side, the geometry and relation of the
indenter tip to its control thermocouple will remain constant,
enabling a calibration of the temperature gradient between the
indenter tip and the indenter thermocouple.

By generating the temperature shift profiles shown in
Sec. IV C, the indenter tip temperature can be precisely
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FIG. 8. Temperature calibration curves for the indenters used in this study
and the cube corner indenter first calibrated by both thermocouple indentation
and Raman spectroscopy.32

matched to the contact surface temperature. By indenting a
sample with a known surface temperature, such as a calibrated
thermocouple junction, the indenter’s true tip temperature can
be determined as a function of its feedback thermocouple tem-
perature. These relationships for the two indenters used in
this work, and a third from a previous study,32 are shown in
Figure 8. Care must be taken in thermocouple type selection;
Type K contains nickel and reacts with many indenter ma-
terials. Platinum-rhodium-based thermocouples (Types B, R,
and S) are recommended for high temperature tip temperature
calibration of diamond indenters. This method for thermally
calibrating indenters is discussed in greater detail in previous
work,32 where indenter temperature calibrations were con-
ducted by both Raman spectroscopy and thermocouple inden-
tations. The error in these indenter thermal calibrations, and
thus in accuracy of the surface temperature measurements us-
ing the indenter tip as a surface temperature probe, is typically
∼1% of the test temperature.

E. Indenter thermocouple sensitivity

By using a fine gauge (76 μm) thermocouple for the in-
denter tip feedback control, the response time of the thermo-
couple has been reduced to the order of a second, and, by
using a 24-bit DAQ card, the temperature resolution of the
thermocouples is <0.07 ◦C. This allows the temperature vari-
ation from contact to be observed directly during indentation.
Previous measurements32 have determined a specific heat or
indenter sensitivity for this design of heated indenter to be a
temperature shift of 0.1 ◦C/nW of heat flow.

Heat flow is the source of contact thermal drift. Thermal
conductance obeys Fourier’s law39 for two dissimilar materi-
als in contact:

q =
Tindenter − Tsample

�xindenter

−kindenterA
+ 1

hcA
+

�xsample

−ksampleA

, (1)

FIG. 9. Predicted indenter temperature shift upon contact as a function of
the temperature difference between the indenter and sample surfaces.

where �x is the distance from the interface in meters, k is
the thermal conductivity in W m−1 K−1, A is the contact area
in m2, and hc is the conductance coefficient, hc. The ther-
mal conductance coefficient term is neglected in this analysis
with the assumption of a perfect, uniform new surface formed
at extremely high pressure during the indentation. The con-
tact surface area of the indenter was used instead of the pro-
jected cross-sectional area, since the projected cross section
will only act as a bottleneck to heat flow when the ratio of
surface area to projected area exceeds the ratio of thermal
conductivities between the indenter and sample. This is un-
likely to occur for diamond indenters (k ≈ 2000 W m−1 K−1)
on most samples.

Using this relation and the known sensitivity of the in-
strument, the temperature shift during a 1 μm deep inden-
tation with the calibrated cube corner indenter on a variety
of sample materials of known thermal conductivity40 can be
predicted (Figure 9). This yields a linear relationship in tem-
perature shift as a function of temperature gradient across the
contact, but it is shown on a log scale to allow visualization
of materials with over two orders of magnitude of variation in
thermal conductivity. This illustrates the difficulty in match-
ing sample and indenter temperatures on samples with low
thermal conductivities, where thermal gradients of several de-
grees are required for the temperature shift to be detectable.
However, on materials with even moderate thermal conductiv-
ity such as sapphire, temperature differences between sample
and indenter of even a few degrees can be readily detected.

For materials with readily detectable temperature shifts
during contact, by using a thermally calibrated indenter with
a known sensitivity, the local thermal conductivity of the sam-
ple could also be measured. This would be accomplished
by measuring the variation of the indenter temperature shift
as a function of the indenter/sample temperature gradient as
shown in Figure 9. Possible sources of error such as contact
area variation could be minimized using a flat punch inden-
ter, and pure metals such as copper and titanium could act
as reference calibration standards. This would allow a novel
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method for directly measuring the thermal conductivity of
micro-objects such as nanowire or carbon nanotube brushes.

V. MATERIALS PROPERTY MEASUREMENTS

In this last section, the procedures for and results of
measurements on reference materials using the previously de-
scribed system and techniques are presented. First, the proce-
dures for mounting a sample for elevated temperature, match-
ing the indenter/sample temperature to a known value, and
analysis of the resulting data are discussed. Next, in order
to compare to other elevated temperature nanoindentation
systems, results from Berkovich indentation of fused silica
at elevated temperature are presented. Finally, results from
micro-compression testing on silicon micro-pillars highlight
the unique capability of this system to pair observation and
measurement of transitions in deformation behavior with tem-
perature.

A. Procedures and considerations

Mounting of samples for elevated temperature testing is
not always straightforward. Most room temperature means
of adhesively bonding samples for nanoindentation, e.g.,
cyanoacrylate or thermal wax, decompose at elevated tem-
perature. A variety of cements are available which are suit-
able for elevated temperature usage, however they typically
involve a drying period as well as an elevated temperature fi-
nal cure. For samples which do not readily oxidize at elevated
temperature in air, this is straightforward. The sample can be
mounted, bonded, and cured at elevated temperature in situ

on the sample heater. This can then be degassed in a separate
vacuum chamber to avoid contamination to the microscope.
However, if the sample oxidizes at desired temperature, ei-
ther a second vacuum chamber complete with feedthroughs
for heating is necessary to cure and degas the bonded arrange-
ment or this may be done inside the microscope at the risk of
some additional hydrocarbon contamination of the chamber.

For a typical elevated temperature indentation or micro-
compression test, the indenter and sample heaters are set to
heat to the desired setpoint temperature under PID control.
After an initial stabilization period at the target temperature
of approximately 10 min, prior to full system stabilization
(Figure 3), the indenter can be switched to constant heating
power to perform temperature tuning indentations to match
the indenter and sample surface temperatures as shown in
Figure 10. Since this temperature matching process is ac-
complished using temperature measurements instead of dis-
placement drift measurements, the temperatures can be accu-
rately matched while the thermal gradients within the system
frame are still stabilizing. This is significantly more time ef-
ficient than displacement drift measurements, since displace-
ment drift measurements would require the frame to be com-
pletely stable before a direct relationship between drift and
indenter/sample temperature mismatch would be expected.
A typical tuning procedure might involve indentations at 4
or 5 different indenter/sample temperatures and last approxi-
mately 1 h.

FIG. 10. An exemplar temperature matching procedure using indenter tem-
perature shift magnitudes to infer the isothermal contact temperature, which
coincides with surface thermocouple measurements.

Temperature tuning indentations can be performed with
nearly any load profile, providing the profile is consistent
amongst the test temperatures: it yields a nearly equivalent
constant area. Pseudo load control, i.e., displacement con-
trol with a specified target load/loading rate on a software
PID feedback loop, was performed using the loading profiles
shown in Figure 6. A default displacement rate of 20 nm/s
was used during displacement control approach and retrac-
tion. If the initial setpoint target for the indenter was correct,
this temperature shift profile will measure no significant vari-
ation during contact. If the temperature is observed to change,
the indenter setpoint temperature is adjusted in the opposite
direction of the shift. This procedure is repeated until the in-
denter temperature is matched to the sample surface tempera-
ture. The inset of Figure 10 illustrates how the process can be
expedited by plotting the trend of the maximum temperature
shift against the indenter setpoint temperature and linearly ex-
trapolating the shift to zero, where the temperatures match.

Elevated temperature property measurements were car-
ried out on two reference materials by two methods: nanoin-
dentations on fused silica and micro-compression of silicon
micro-pillars. Indentations on fused silica were performed
with a previously unused, other than for calibration indenta-
tions, Berkovich indenter using pseudo load control to a max-
imum load of 10 mN with a loading and unloading rate of
0.5 mN/s with dwell periods 30 s at maximum load and of
60 s at 1 mN. Micro-compressions of silicon were carried
out using a constant strain rate of 10−3 s−1. The appropriate
displacement rates for this strain rate were determined from
pillar height measurements taken in situ in the SEM prior
to compression. Tuning indentations were performed prior to
each set of measurements to ensure thermal drift would be at
a minimum.

Indenter materials’ properties, such as strength and
Young’s modulus, also change with increasing temperature.
Using the correct modulus for the indenter material at the
test temperature is important for accurate analysis. Figure 11
shows the variation of the Young’s modulus of several major
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FIG. 11. Variation of Young’s modulus with temperature of diamond,41 cu-
bic boron nitride,41 boron carbide,42 silicon carbide,43 and sapphire.44, 45

indenter materials with temperature. For diamond, cBN and
SiC, this change is only a few percent over 500 ◦C. However,
for B4C and sapphire, the change over the same interval is
∼6%. This is significant, given that the modulus variation of
the sample material may be similarly small.

The effect of indenter modulus variation with tempera-
ture will also scale with the relative modulus of the sample
compared to the indenter, so for most materials with a modu-
lus of 200 GPa or less the change in modulus of diamond will
have little to no effect in the modulus measurement. For other
lower modulus indenter materials, such as sapphire, the effect
will be more significant.

B. Nanoindentation of fused silica

Fused silica is the standard reference material of choice
for nanoindentation calibrations due to its scale-independent
indentation properties of hardness and modulus due to its

mechanism of deformation by densification. This allows di-
rect calibration of indenter shape by measuring the contact
stiffness at various indentation depths and relating the stiff-
ness, using the known elastic properties, to the projected
cross-sectional areas using the Oliver and Pharr method.46

For elevated temperature measurements, this is still a use-
ful trait. However, the extremely low thermal conductivity
of fused silica makes accurate determination of the contact
temperature using the indenter as a temperature probe ex-
tremely difficult (Figure 9). This low conductivity also cre-
ates a large gradient across thicker samples from the sample
heater to the sample surface creating uncertainty about the
surface temperature during previous measurements.5, 14, 15, 20

Furthermore, this material represents a “best case scenario”
for thermal drift measurements at elevated temperature, since
its low thermal conductivity proportionally decreases the heat
flow, and hence the thermal drift, even in the presence of rela-
tively large thermal gradients. To address this, a thin (250 μm)
piece of fused silica was acquired from Goodfellow Cam-
bridge Ltd., UK to minimize the gradient between the sample
heater and the sample surface.

However, many previous studies,5, 14 without heated in-
denter tips, have still shown increasing thermal drift and/or
noise as a function of increasing temperature. In Figure 12(a),
the load-displacement curves, which are uncorrected for ther-
mal drift, illustrate the independence of thermal drift from the
sample temperature. At all temperatures, the thermal drift is
less than 0.1 nm/s. Some variation can be observed in the
maximum loads and hold period load, and this is due to the
load cell drift described earlier affecting on the pseudo load
control set points. In all cases, the load drift is below 1 μN/s
and can be corrected for in a linear manner. This is the first
systematic demonstration of stable indentation at these tem-
peratures on a reference material either in vacuum or in situ

in an electron microscope.
Indentation results from these tests are in good agree-

ment with previous measurements—Figure 12(b). Elastic
modulus measurements agree closely with other

(a) (b)

FIG. 12. Results of Berkovich indentation showing (a) load-displacement curves from each temperature uncorrected for thermal drift and offset for viewing and
(b) comparison of Hardness and Elastic Modulus to literature values.5, 14, 15, 20, 47
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measurements15, 47 taken at stable isotherms. The lower
hardness values and larger standard deviations relative to the
results from Trenkle et al.14 or Beake and Smith20 are at-
tributed to a presumably higher roughness on the as-received,
thin sheet of fused silica. Similar trends with temperature
are observed in both hardness and elastic modulus to all
observers. Some variation may also be attributed to differ-
ences between the grades of fused silica used by different
investigators.

C. Micro-compression of silicon pillars

Since the first demonstration of the technique by Uchic
et al.,48 micro-compression has been the favored technique
for in situ testing. This is for two reasons: the pillar shape
yields a nearly uniaxial stress state for relatively straightfor-
ward stress-strain analysis and furthermore the pillar shape
allows direct observation of the entire strained volume.

Currently, no standard reference material has been es-
tablished for micro-compression testing in the way the fused
silica has been established for nanoindentation. However,
pure silicon is a low cost, accessible material which has
been heavily characterized due to its status as the pre-
mier MEMS material. Silicon has good thermal conductivity,
k ≈ 140 W m−1 K−1, which is two orders of magnitude higher
than fused silica, and this allows for accurate surface temper-
ature alignment. Like fused silica, the yield stress of silicon
at lower temperatures under normal conditions is not well de-
fined. This is due to their failure by fracture in the absence
of confining pressure. However, again like fused silica, the
Young’s modulus of silicon is known49, 50 with good accuracy
as a function of both temperature and crystallography. Un-
like indentation, the confining pressure from which causes sil-
icon to undergo a phase transformation during deformation,51

micro-compression can be utilized to characterize the elastic
anisotropy of different orientations of silicon.52 Thus, mea-
surements of the Young’s modulus of silicon as a function of
temperature from micro-compression might also be used to
validate system performance.

Each sample geometry in mechanical testing requires
its own analysis for accurate extraction of properties. Even
conventional compression testing of macro-scale samples re-
quires a small correction for load frame compliance or the
use of a strain gauge or an extensometer. Micro-compression
also requires this correction, and, for pillars which rest on
a similar substrate material, a sink-in compliance must also
be applied. This corrects for the effect of the pillar acting
as a flat punch and elastically deforming the substrate dur-
ing compression. This has been addressed using the Sneddon
solution53 by other investigators.52, 54 Assuming the pillar and
the substrate have the same properties, the ratio of sink-in dis-
placement to the total displacement can be shown to be

DSink−In

DT otal

=

(

1 +
2

π (1 − ν2)

(

h

ac

))−1

, (2)

where D is displacement, ν is the Poisson’s ratio, h is the pil-
lar height, and ac is the radius of the contact. In the case of
the pillar having a fillet or radius at the base of the pillar, ac

= rpillar + rfillet, this fillet radius is added to the contact ra-
dius, enlarging the effective flat punch area.54 This correction
accounts for the elastic compliance of the bottom side of the
pillar. In order to account for the elastic deformation of the
flat punch indenter on the top side of the pillar, the reduced
modulus concept from indentation analysis46 is used,
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s
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)−1

, (3)

where E∗ is the reduced modulus, Ei is the indenter modulus,
and Es is the sample or pillar modulus. Finally, for elevated
temperature testing, a drift hold period is used on unloading
to 1/10th maximum load to measure any thermal displace-
ment drift. This is generally corrected for with a linear fit of
displacement to time.

Finally, the main limiting factor on the precision of
micro-compression tests is generally the precision to which
the pillar geometry is machined and measured.30 Pillar ta-
per causes exaggeration of work hardening parameters, since
yielding occurring at the same stress will happen at increas-
ing loads as the diameter increases. Thus, the true yield point
must be calculated from the smallest cross-sectional area or
narrowest diameter on the pillar. However, during elastic load-
ing the geometry remains largely unchanged, neglecting Pois-
son expansion, so the elastic stress is evenly distributed. Thus,
the correct diameter for measurement of elastic properties
is the average diameter over the entire pillar’s height, rather
than the narrowest point where yielding occurs. This is why
the stiffness shown in Figure 14 is higher than that shown in
Figure 13.

A summary of all these corrections is shown in
Figure 13(a) for data acquired at 200 ◦C on 〈100〉 silicon
pillars made by lithography.55 The room temperature micro-
compression behavior of these pillars was previously de-
scribed by Moser et al.56 The Young’s modulus as a func-
tion of temperature up to 500 ◦C measured by this method
is shown in Figure 13(b). The precision of this method is
observed to be on the order of 5%, which is in agreement
with other observers.52 Despite the encouraging accuracy of
the results shown, this precision is generally insufficient to
characterize a variation as small as the Young’s modulus of
silicon, which varies less than 1% per 100 ◦C. Other test ge-
ometries which incorporate significantly larger elastic defor-
mations, such as the deformation of long micro-cantilevers or
indentation using large spheres, are suggested for greater ac-
curacy in determination of the variation of elastic properties
with temperature.

The primary reason for employing the micro-pillar
geometry is not to study elasticity but to study plasticity
in small volumes. By performing micro-compression tests
in situ, both stress-strain behavior and observations of
deformation and failure mechanisms can be acquired simul-
taneously. This highlights the unique capability of the com-
bination of high temperature and in situ testing to visualize
transitions in behavior with temperature. Figure 14 illustrates
the transitions in both stress-strain behavior and failure mech-
anisms of silicon with increasing temperature. At tempera-
tures below 200 ◦C, pillars were observed to fail by fracture at
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(a) (b)

FIG. 13. Young’s modulus of 〈100〉 silicon showing (a) corrections to micro-compression data and (b) micro-compression results compared to flexural literature
values49, 50 as a function of temperature.

the base. Presumably this is due to crack nucleation from the
geometric defects at the base of the pillar from etching visible
in the micrographs.

At temperatures between 200 and 300 ◦C, pillars were
observed to form splitting cracks in the bases of the pillars.
This is suggested to occur by the same splitting mechanism
described previously,57–59 where two slip planes intersect to
nucleate a vertical crack. Here, the crack is observed to form
at the bottom of the pillars, rather than at the top as observed
previously, due to these pillars being tapered towards the bot-
tom due to etching techniques, rather than tapering towards
the top due to top-down FIB milling techniques.

At temperatures greater than ∼350 ◦C, deformation was
observed to primarily occur by slip with vertical cracking ob-
served only rarely. At the highest temperature, 492 ◦C, no
cracks were observed. This transition was also marked by the
“classic” shape of the stress-strain curves with the appearance
of a lower yield plateau consistent with “easy glide”60 after
dislocation nucleation during the upper yield point. This is the
first such observation of upper and lower yield points during

micro-compression testing of semiconductors, and this high-
lights the intrinsic displacement-controlled nature of the sys-
tem. In a load-controlled system, the deformation would pro-
ceed rapidly after the upper yield point was reached, as has
been observed previously during elevated temperature micro-
compression of silicon by Korte et al.29 In load control, care-
ful multiple load-unload cycles would be required to see the
lower yield point.

Despite the lack of a significant consensus in the liter-
ature on the precise yield stress of silicon as a function of
temperature due to the difficulty of the measurement, several
previous investigators29, 60–64 have acquired data suitable for
comparison (Figure 15). The most closely related dataset to
the current work is that of Korte et al.,29 who compressed
2 μm diameter silicon pillars made by focused ion beam ma-
chining using a custom, high temperature, vacuum nanoin-
dentation system.18 These 2 μm pillars might be expected to
be ∼15% stronger than those in the current work due to the
size effect56 in this material. However, the effect of damage
from the FIB65 producing a near-surface amorphous silicon

25 °C

5 µm

301 °C 492 °C

25 °C

301 °C 492 °C

5 µm

FIG. 14. Engineering stress-strain curves for 〈100〉 silicon as a function of temperature and accompanying in situ SE micrographs illustrating the failure modes.
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FIG. 15. Yield strength of silicon as a function of temperature comparing
to literature values of upper yield from micro-compression29 and micro-
tension61 and of lower yield values from bulk compression using high hy-
drostatic confining pressure.60, 62–64

region might have lowered the dislocation nucleation stress,
resulting in the ∼20% lower yield stress. The remaining dif-
ference between the micro-compression results and bulk com-
pression results is attributed to the two orders of magnitude
difference in strain rate. Good agreement is observed be-
tween micro-compression and micro-tension results, though
the strain rate applied in tension was unspecified.

Overall, very good agreement is observed between the
results, especially the modulus measurements, obtained using
the current system and those in the literature. The trend ob-
served by Korte et al.29 is closely paralleled by the current
work, and the observed deformation also agrees well with
their observations. Further discussion of the current under-
standing of the mechanisms of deformation in silicon can be
found in the referenced literature.

VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

A novel in situ nano-mechanical testing system capable
of stable operation at elevated temperatures in the SEM has
been described. Elevated temperatures within the system are
highly localized to the test region, and rapid thermal stabi-

lization of the system is achieved using a compact design and
high thermal conductivity frame components.

Contact thermal drift occurs due to heat flow at the con-
tact, so it is proportional to magnitude and direction of heat
transfer. Temperature monitoring of the indenter allows for
this to be directly observed and for rapid matching of the
sample and indenter temperatures during the frame stabi-
lization period. This allows significant time savings over the
displacement drift tuning approach, which requires the sys-
tem be absolutely stable before displacement drift can be
measured. Additionally, use of a thermally calibrated inden-
ter allows testing to be performed with the surface tempera-
tures known to an accuracy of ∼1%. The sensitivity of the
indenter as a temperature probe has been discussed, and a
novel method for local thermal conductivity measurement has
been proposed. Additional procedures and considerations for
elevated temperature testing have also been discussed (see
Table I).

Validation of the system performance at elevated tem-
perature was achieved by using two methods to measure
the Young’s modulus of known reference materials. High
temperature Berkovich nanoindentation on fused silica
demonstrated the low thermal drifts achievable at tempera-
tures up to ∼500 ◦C with good measurement accuracy even
at low indentation depths. Furthermore, micro-compression
measurements of the Young’s modulus of 〈100〉 silicon pillars
demonstrated the system’s thermal stability on materials
of high thermal conductivity, as well. Micro-compression
stress-strain measurements also highlight the advantages of
the intrinsic displacement control of the system, which allows
it to function as a micro-scale load frame. These include
true strain rate control which yielded the classic upper and
lower yield point phenomenon in silicon deformation at
high temperatures. The utility of the combination of in situ

observation and elevated temperature is clearly demonstrated
by the observed transitions in deformation mechanism of
silicon with increasing temperature.

With a general understanding of the behavior of nano-
mechanical testing systems at elevated temperatures achieved,
the outlook for system development is very promising. Cur-
rent temperature and sensor precision limitations all have
existing technological solutions, so extension of this sys-
tem or similar systems to higher temperatures with improved
load and displacement resolution is expected. Extensive

TABLE I. Summary of various high temperature challenges and solutions presented in this work.

High temperature challenge Solution

Frame compliance variation with temperature Watercool frame to prevent changes in frame modulus and/or use high temperature materials
with negligible modulus change within temperature range

Sensor/actuator calibrations change with temperature Remove sensors/actuators from hot zone using insulators and active cooling

Contact surface temperature uncertainty Measure surface temperature directly with surface mounted thermocouple or thermally
instrumented and calibrated indenter, then match indenter temperature to sample surface
temperature

Excessive thermal drift during testing Increase stabilization time or tune indenter/sample temperatures for closer match

Indenter reacts with environment/sample Exchange indenter material for more chemically stable material, e.g., use sapphire instead of
diamond for indenting steels or in oxygen

Sample/indenter oxidizes at temperature Implement system inside a vacuum chamber or environmental chamber with inert gas
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application of this technology to research of a wide variety of
materials due to the general utility of temperature and strain
rate variability is anticipated.
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